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FOREWORD

The use of computers to automate the information handling and
recordkeeping activities of Government and private organizations has
brought the benefits of speed, efficiency, new capabilities, and
Because of these benefits,
greater flexibility to these operations.
computers have become essential to recordkeeping activities in diverse
areas such as banking, inventory control, payroll, and funds disbursement.

Government and private sector organizations have become dependent
upon the benefits of computer utilization to such an extent that often
it would be impossible to revert to manual methods and function withThis dependency on computers and, in particular, the
out computers.
need for them to perform their intended functions correctly, has made
organizations vulnerable in a very real sense to the malfunction of
This vulnerability and its potential impact on a particucomputers.
lar segment of Government are described in a General Accounting Office
Report of April 1976 entitled. Improvements Needed in Managing Automated Decisionmaking by Computers Throughout the Federal Government
.

The time has come, therefore, for the technology, as a primary
goal, to focus on assuring the correct performance of computer
systems.
Techniques and mechanisms should be adopted to prevent or
reduce the impact of system malfunctions.

The National Bureau of Standards has sponsored this study to
identify a portion of those techniques and mechanisms which already
exist and are used commonly in some sectors.
This report. Performance
Assurance and Data Integrity Practices is the result of a research
Many large
effort by Mr. Robert L. Patrick, a computer specialist.
Government and commercial data processing installations can quite
likely benefit by selecting several of the techniques described by
Mr. Patrick, adapting them to their needs and environments, and including them in their application systems.
,

Robert P. Blanc
Staff Assistant for Computer
Utilization Programs
Institute for Computer Sciences
and Technology
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PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE AND
DATA INTEGRITY PRACTICES

Robert L. Patrick
Computer Specialist
Northridge, California

ABSTRACT
This report identifies the approaches and techniques now
practiced for detecting, and when possible, correcting mal performance
as it occurs in computer information systems.
to the systems
This report is addressed to two audiences:
designer using stock commercial hardware and software who is creating a system which will tax the available hardware, software, or
staff skills; and to the manager who wishes to chronicle the deficiencies in an existing system prior to improvement.
It enumerates
67 items of current practice which prevent computer mal performance.

Key Words:

Best practice; data integrity; data processing; error
correcting; high integrity; performance assurance.
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PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE AND
DATA INTEGRITY PRACTICES
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-

INTRODUCTION

With increasing frequency, computer systems are becoming the con
element in systems that initiate actions with little or no human
Such automatically initiated actions are generally
intervention.
taken on the basis of data or information supplied to the computer
systems and acted upon by the computer programming.
Such systems may
produce information products which feed into a given organizational
framework, without human intervention, to test the correctness of the
information.
trol

Such computer information systems rarely have formalized systems
processes in place to continually check for the correct performance
of the system operation.
As a result, system functional failures as
caused by programming and data errors, for example, are discovered
post-facto or in later post-mortems when the "damage" has been done
and in-process correction is impossible.

This report identifies the approaches and techniques now practiced for detecting, and when possible, correcting mal performance
as it occurs in computer information systems.
This report is addressed to the system designer using stock
commercial hardware and software who is creating a system which will
tax the available hardware, software, or staff skills.
It enumerates
67 items of current practice which prevent computer mal performance.
A separate study would be required to describe the proper analysis
and development methods appropriate for large undertakings.
A third
study would be required to address the environmental and operational
problems such as change control, regression testing, maintenance of
large production program sets, and to balance the effort devoted to
program design, program maintenance, data base administration, produc
tion control, and machine operations over the entire life cycle of a
major application system.
the conduct of this study, 65 persons known to be interested
Correspondence and
were contacted for their inputs.
Two autofollowup phone calls elicited responses from 51 of them.
mated literature searches gave access to both the NASA and Lockheed
data bases.
These actions yielded a batch of books, proceedings,
reports, program documentation, and custom responses which were
distilled to obtain the 67 proven techniques presented in Section IV
of this report.
In

in the area

1

In

reviewing the literature, two common themes reoccurred --

°

Error detection is costly.

°

Perfection, at least in data processing systems, cannot
be attained for a reasonable price.

Therefore, the system designer should:
°

Pursue the critical errors and be prepared to live with
the rest.

°

Design to limit the consequence of error.

These themes and actions can be seen underlying the ideas presented
A list of especially pertinent references appears
in Section IV.
in Appendix A and an abbreviated glossary of the terminology used is
in Appendix B.
II

-

STATE OF THE ART

(In Dynamic Error Checking and Correcting)

Dynamic performance assurance is the result of a hierarchical
set of provisions built into a computer system in an attempt to
guarantee that the entire system (hardware, software, applications
programs, and manual procedures) performs properly or that prompt
corrective action is initiated. The following framework identifies
four stages of assurance:
The foundation of all such assurance must be the
architecture of the computer hardware, specifically the
checking that is built into each hardware unit and how those
checking features are integrated into a checking subsystem.
What does it do with
The second stage is system software.
hardware error signals, and what additional actions does it take
to supplement hardware error checks with software checks of its
own?
Further, are actions taken in a timely manner so errors
do not propagate outside the system or cause secondary mistakes
that are difficult to reverse?

The third stage relies on checks built into applications
programs to weed out any context dependent errors, prevent
propagation, and preserve the integrity of the entire system
(including both programs and data).
The fourth and final stage is the man-machine interface.
Since some errors cannot be automatically recognized (much less

)

automatically corrected), what information is made available
to the human operators of the system, is it in a useful form,
is it timely, and are manual procedures in place to respond
quickly so processing can continue?
Since most information processing is conducted on stock
commercial computers, without modifying the manufacturer's hardware
and software, this investigation concentrated on stages 3 and 4 to
The
enumerate what can be done with stock hardware and software.
passages that immediately follow discuss the state of checking in the
hardware and software merely to define the environment in which most
programmers/analysts/systems designers exist.

Current commercial computer architecture is blessed with several
These circuits
families of extremely reliable circuit technology.
are assembled into computer systems with varying intrinsic reliabilities.
Some years ago memory banks were the most likely subsystems to
fail.
Hence common practice, in large comm.ercial machines, dictated
that parity checking be included as a standard feature within each
memory module.
Similarly, since magnetic tapes and disks (and their
media) were also error prone, manufacturers have generally included
parity checking on tape and cyclic checking on disk.
However, there
the progress stops.
At one time high quality readers read cards at two stations to
check for read errors, and even further back electromechanical
printers used extra circuits to check that the character impressed
on the paper was the character sent to the device.
As printers and
card readers got more reliable, these checks were discarded.
In the early 1960s at least one computer was designed to perform
checked parity established by redundant card
the following checks:
reading stations; verify parity when the data reached the CPU; check
parity performed in parallel with all arithmetic operations; check all
transfer operations (register to memory, memory to register, etc.);
check parity stored with data in memory; and check all of the CPU
registers out through the channels to the tapes and disks and back again.
(Checking also went out to the printer, but stopped short of the print
hammers
.

Most computers recently built have been only partially checked.
One senior designer informed me that a CPU could be fully checked by
increasing the CPU circuit count only 10% to 15%.
However, in the
pursuit of lower prices, the manufacturers have convinced themselves
that partial checking, i.e., memory but not CPU, is adequate and hence
the machine with an unbroken checking trail is a thing of the past.
With the advent of on-line systems and minicomputers, the trail
of hardware checks becomes far from continuous.
A bare bones terminal
without any checking is the cheapest to build and sell. To get the
3

.

price of minicomputer systems down to rock bottom, some users mix
While
and match minicomputer components from several manufacturers.
the data and electronic control interfaces are, of necessity, compatible, steps must be taken to ensure the compatibility of the checking
philosophy, the machine diagnostics, and the processing of errors.

The state of the art in computer software is worse. Many computer operating systems, compilers, and utility programs simply do
To be sure, the manufacturers
not work as originally delivered.
main
line
features
of each software package and
test
the
successfully
errors
tests
disclose.
But the state of the
all
of
the
those
correct
testing art is still relatively primitive and the quality of the
resulting product depends primarily on the quality of the tests
devised by the manufacturer's product assurance personnel, the amount
of money devoted to testing, and the time available for testing as the
development program comes to a close.

Most manufacturers do an excellent job on small software packages
No manufacturer does an outstanding job
of low to medium complexity.
on highly complex software systems which must support a variety of
Software
hardware configurations and carry a broad spectrum of work.
testing is a cottage industry and the resulting unreliability of new
installations is a direct result.
The manufacturer's software designers are pressured both by their
customers and their competition. As a result they continuously seek
to offer more function with less memory and faster execution speeds.
To achieve needed code compression, it is not uncommon to strip out
most of the software checking mechanisms that could provide dynamic
checking and increased reliability*.

^Typically when a software module is under test at the manufacturer's location, temporary (driver) code is placed within and around
the module to screen the inputs and outputs for errors, to provide
path counts for performance estimates, and to provide dynamic options
which will assist in diagnosis once an error is recognized. After
the module is tested, this extra code is stripped out and discarded
before the module is integrated with the evolving system.
Consequently, the software finally installed in customer locations is configured presuming perfect software and perfect hardware operation.
As a result, errors suspected at a user installation are hard to
isolate, intermittent errors are almost impossible to diagnose, and
problem determination becomes a chore to manufacturer and user alike.
A better scheme might be to retain some of the original test code
in a form so it can be reinserted into a running system when required.
Then a user could optionally add checking in small increments (and pay
as much of a storage and performance penalty as was appropriate for his

environment)
4

Against this bleak background, we attempt to run application sysIn that context, it is not surprising that we have
tems in production.
undetected errors or that we have had to devise a series of application
techniques to "plaster over" the lack of checking provided by the
marketplace.
Since the machines do not fail very often and since the software
works pretty well in most cases, designers of small application
programs can proceed confidently since they seldom stretch either
However, large inforthe hardware or the software to the limit.
application
systems
tend
be long running, and
to
mation processing
connected
into large
They
are
frequently
to handle big files.
of
designers
networks.
Thus,
the
communications
(unreliable)
getting
in
fairly
adroit
applications
have
become
large data base
satisfactory operation out of computer-based systems which are driven
right to the limit of their reliability.
(It should be noted that
designers of little systems can get into the same troubles and need
some of the same tools if their hardware and software is sufficiently
unreliable or if their little application uses some uncommon I/O
device or probes some unexplored corner of their operating systems.)
A trap awaits the application programmer who was raised on small,
easily understood applications if he thinks that a 100 man-year
application is merely ten times more effort than the familiar 10 manFor example, consider building a large set of files
year application.
using an application program set "thoroughly" tested on a sample file
occupying a half a reel of tape.
If the operating system offers a feature which automatically
sequences through a series of labeled tapes containing consecutive
serial numbers, one might conclude all of the tools were in place to
build and process a file which runs ten full tape reels.
While the
equipment reliability may not be taxed by the partial reel file, it
is quite likely exceeded by the multi-reel file.

To reliably process the multi-reel file, the tape access method
needs to provide for reel-to-reel duplicates of each volume, to pass
those reel-to-reel duplicates in synchronism, to break the big sorts
up, and to install restart in every process -- the basic approach
must change to successfully work beyond the reliability limits of the
installed system.

Today, due to the growth of the field and the lack of documentation on big systems, there are big users who have survived their
learning years and can now routinely design for big files and long
running programs; but there are many more inexperienced designers
who have had small successes and have yet to have their first
catastrophic failure.
It is, therefore, useful to describe those
techniques which have been successfully applied and make them
available for more general application.
5

The
Even the big shops have trouble operating their systems.
techniques for staging, balancing, and controlling data are not adeThe
quate for the monster files we would like to process today.
operating systems required to control duplexed computers with 60 or
more disk spindles and 100 or more remote terminals are so complex
When an operating
that common commercial use is far from routine.
system exceeds a million instructions and the inventory of interconnected hardware units numbers in the hundreds, the system is too
complex, using current techniques, for any single human to understand
or intelligently troubleshoot.

Nevertheless, we do undertake and successfully accomplish big
Is the cost excessive?
Are the errors excessive? Yes.
jobs.
The
Probably, but compared to what?
best way to face complexity is
Some of the more successful
to proceed slowly and deliberately.
managers religiously change only one thing at a time.
Ill

-

A CASE STUDY

An informal field survey was taken by contacting 65 individuals.
Responses were received from the 51 persons listed in Appendix C.
The responses ranged from a simple "no, we're not doing anything
special" to a series of published pamphlets containing the descriptions of a mature concept which demonstrated dynamic editing and
checking throughout an entire set of application systems.

From those who are successfully pursuing in-depth editing and
checking (in some cases correction), it appears that no single
grand solution to the problem of error control exists.
Instead, each
successful organization has carefully analyzed its environment and
the error propensities peculiar to that environment.
In parallel
they have assembled a series of approaches and techniques for dealing
with the errors peculiar to their installations.
These techniques
have been creatively woven into their systems designs so the
resulting application becomes relatively insensitive to the errors
it routinely encounters.
Frequently, these approaches involve changes
responsibilities to support the
organizational
and
environments
to
A real example will demonstrate
systems.
resistant
error
of
building
approach.
systems
such a
A credit clearinghouse in operation today receives
credit card clearings from a nationwide network of 100
corresponding banks, sorts all of the detailed transactions
received, and distributes the appropriate detailed information
back through the same network to the 100 corresponding banks.
The system is designed so that drafts from the retail credit
transactions are converted to electronic form at the bank
nearest the retail location providing the service. After the
information is converted to machine readable form, the paper
is retained at the originating .bank and not transmitted,
sorted, or combined with the customer's monthly statement.
6

Thus, once the information has been converted to machine
readable form, the information from the draft can be transmitted
electronically, sorted electronically, transmitted to the payer's
bank, sorted in detail, and printed on the payer's monthly
statement.

The system operates routinely every evening.
One hundred
banks transmit, a massive sort occurs at the clearinghouse, and
100 banks receive before the beginning of the following business
day.
There are computers from seven different manufacturers in
the 100 bank bookkeeping centers, and on one recent peak day
1.6 million transactions were processed through the clearinghouse.
To process this large volume of work on a routine basis,
system designers implemented several straightforward
techniques which, when taken collectively, provide an error
resistant system.
The principal techniques used are:
-

Every account has a check digit appended to the
account identifying number. This appears on the
credit card, on the draft, is electronically
scanned and verified, and from then on is checked
at every transfer.

B -

About 50 individual transactions are blocked into
physical records for efficiency.
There are hash
totals on these records which are checked before
and after every transmission.

A

C

-

D -

Batches of records are collected on a tape prior
There are transaction counts and
to transmission.
These are
dollar totals on the tape batches.
checked before and after transmission.
The central clearinghouse has defined the interface
Furthermore,
tape format in the minutest detail.
as each corresponding bank comes onto the network,
programmers from the central clearinghouse work
with programmers at the new bank to adapt a standard
edit program to their equipment and configuration.
This edit program must be run each night prior to
It checks that
the transmission of the tape batch.
the tape conforms to the defined standard interface,
verifies the check digit on each account, the record
hash totals, the item count for the batch (tape),
The same program
and the dollar sum for the batch.
is used to check batches before transmission and to
check cleared batches when they are received from
As a result, only perfect batches
the central site.
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are released for transmission and all returned batches
are verified.
E

-

As each batch is received at the central site, the
standard checking program is run on that batch to check
the hash totals, item counts, and dollar totals.
Tapes
which contain errors are rejected in their entirety and
must be made perfect at the originating location and

retransmitted.
F

-

Once the batches are verified correct at the central
site, their item counts and dollar totals are accumulated into grand totals for the night's work. At each
step of the clearing and distribution process, the
central site zero balances to this grand total item
count and dollar sum, thus guaranteeing all transactions received are processed and all money claimed
on input becomes in turn a claim on a cleared output.

G

-

The same tape format is used for the cleared outputs
and the process is mirror imaged as the clearings are
distributed to the corresponding banks.

H

-

Since magnetic tape reels are being physically handled
at the corresponding banks, an operator error can
cause the same batch to be retransmitted and hence
double cleared. To guard against this contingency,
the tape labels and batch total records are stripped
from each batch and compared with similar entries
previously accumulated in a 45 day receiving log.
Thus, duplicate tapes will be rejected.
The log
also allows missing tapes, late tapes and rejected
batches to be operationally accounted for.

The system described above has been processing credit clearings
In isolation the amount of checking
routinely for several years.
However, consider the
done may appear to some to be excessive.
enormous amount of work related to entering over a million transactions each night, sorting them, balancing them, and getting them
correct.
Also consider the total amount of electronics involved
in 100 data processing installations, 100 sets of transmission/
receiving equipment, the communications network, the set of
communications receiving/transmitting equipment at the central site,
and a several hour run on the central computer to balance, sort,
rebalance, and batch the clearings. Then, the extra time spent to
assure that batches are perfect before and after receipt seems to be
well

spent.

Note particularly how the batch verification program provided by
site, but executed on the computers at the remote sites,

the central

o

O

crisply defines the responsibility for data integrity and fully
verifies that any changes made in the computer systems at the corresponding bank do not affect the standard interface.
IV -

IDEAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Overview
From the literature search and other contacts performed as part
of this field study, the following 67 ideas have been distilled.
Some of the ideas were explicitly contained in the materials sent
Some are even
to me, others were implied, and some are my own.
published in the references (see Appendix A).
No claim is made that
they are unique or new.

However, this set of ideas does enjoy the following set of comThey are real; they have seen use in production
mon properties:
systems; and they work on stock commercial equipment, using stock commercial software; and they were employed by creative systems designers
devising systems to be implemented by average programmers and run by
average operational personnel.
Some of the ideas that follow have been around for some time and
Others, while they may have
hence can be termed common practice.
been around for some years, have not been broadcast and still exist
more or less uniquely in their original environments.
No installation can benefit from all of the ideas that follow, but large
government and commercial data processing installations will quite
likely benefit by selecting several ideas for inclusion in application
systems adapted to their needs and their environments.

The ideas have been grouped into the following four categories:
A.

Data processing systems analysis.

B.

Scientific systems analysis.

C.

Implementation.

D.

Environment.

Each category begins with a description of the category itself and
rationalization for its inclusion in this report.

For completeness, one section contains ideas dealing with
mathematical/scientific/engineering applications which were once
common practices.
These practices seem to be forgotten history
that may be repeated by casual programmers using time-sharing
systems, minicomputers, or private hand-held calculators.
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A.

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

The main thrust of this survey involved large, high volume
commercial data processing installations and their problems with input
errors, programming errors, operator errors, and equipment errors in
Some commercial installations, similar
the presence of large files.
installations,
are devoted to single application
to large government
As these shops specialize, they develop tools and techniques
systems.
These tools and techniques are equally
to solve their problems.
applicable to the similar problems in large government installations
and are enumerated below.
Design Principles
1.
Concentrate Change Activity: When updating a data
record during a file processing application, locally structure
the application code so it does not make any changes to the
record until all tests have been passed and the transaction
can be posted.
Thus in the event of an error prohibiting
Further,
update, the original record need not be reconstructed.
this technique minimizes the probability that an abort will
leave the data base in an inconsistent status.
2.
Usage Improves Quality:
While item counts and hash
totals are good, the primary controls over a data base should
be selected from fields that are totaled and presented on the
system's major reports, i.e., optimally, the totals should
be meaningful numbers used by the system's human monitors
for workload, trend, financial, or value analysis.

3.
(Local) Standard Data Elements and Codes:
Once the
data base concept is understood and integrated files are contemplated, data processing management usually elects to
establish the data base administrator's job.
In establishing
this job, some responsibilities are transferred from the application's programming and operations departments to the new data
base administrator.

Shortly after the data base administrator is appointed,
he routinely establishes procedures for the data file design
and definition process, followed by standard file formats,
record formats, data element formats, and local standards for

encoding some data element values.

These local standard encodings eventually give rise to
common tables of values shared among application systems.
A single common utility program under the control of the data
base administrator maintains these tables of standard values.

10

The library community has a century of experience
establishing and maintaining standard value tables; they are
called "authority lists" by librarians.
Edits on individual fields in isolation
Context Edits:
than
powerful
edits
on fields in combination since the
are less
performed
using
latter are
recent history from fields and
records already processed in the current computer run.
For
complex edits dealing with a sequence of inputs, as in an online dialog, build a structured edit tree and make specific
tests dependent on what has gone before.
Thus, strings of fields
containing a structure can be verified for reasonableness by
using an edit structure.
4.

For example, the response to the question "How many persons
your immediate family?" could be edited in isolation only as
numeric and between 1 to 20.
However, if a followup question
reads "Name the persons in your immediate family," the two
responses could be processed in combination. A higher confidence level would be achieved if the number of names matched
the population count.
A programmer might be uncertain whether
a response of one included the person being interviewed.
The
programmer also would be suspicious of any large discrepancies
between the number of names and the population count.
in

If default options are used in conjunction with a complex
context edit, the defaults inserted can be conditioned by the
point in the edit tree where the default is invoked.
Thus, a
blank field could receive different default values based on
different contexts.

Staged Edits:
5.
A large system was designed which involved a high volume of complex high value input.
The system
design involved minicomputers controlling clusters of keyboards
and batches of transactions sent on-line to the central data
processing system. The edit concept called for four discrete
stages of edit:
(1)

The first edit was a field edit.
This was performed
by the minicomputer on-line and instantaneous to
the keyboards.
Following each end-of-field delimiter,
the field was checked against the field spec for
length, character set, and value range.

(2)

Following the last field in a record, the record was
checked by the minicomputer against the record specification to determine if the fields existed in legal
combinations for the record type and, where possible.
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whether the collection of fields in the record
was a legal set of fields containing individually
legal field values that constituted a legal value
set.
(3)

After a group of records was completed by an
individual operator, the batch was checked for
batch consistency against a batch spec using the
background partition of the minicomputer (operating
under the control of the keyboarding supervisor)
before the batch was released for central processing.

(4)

Finally, upon receipt, the central computer edited
the batch in the presence of the data base for format, content, context, and verified all encoded
variables against the appropriate authority list.
Incorrect or questionable records were flagged to
inhibit further processing, passed through the
system, and eventually found their way to printed
worksheets for human resolution. All of the errors
found in the batch were kept together as an error
batch and printed on error worksheets in the same
sequence as they were received (to assist in matching
errors and original documents during the resolution
process)

Restart Log:
It is a common practice to log input
6.
Further, with
transactions during a data base update process.
the advent of inexpensive file storage, the logs have been
specified to contain the "before image" of the data fields
destined for change, and the "after images' of those same fields.
Thus, it is possible to rapidly recover the modified files by
loading the data set produced during the last checkpoint dump
and avoiding the cost and time penalties of reprocessing by
simply replacing all "before images" with their companion set
of "after images" from the log.
In addition, if a sequence of transactions ends up in
failure and leaves the data base in an unusable state, it is
possible to reverse the effect of processing and replace all
"after images" with "before images" back to the point of the
first transaction in the erroneous sequence.

If input transactions are sequentially numbered and logged
on the same log with the before and after images, and if those
sequence numbers appear in the before and after records logged
as a by-product of the update process, it is then possible to
tie a transaction to its related update(s), and in so doing
it is possible to recover from a failure with transactions in
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(Such recovery requires a selective backout of
process.
changes to all records affected by the transaction in process
at the instant of failure.)
7.

to fill

Default Options:

Default options are

a

reasonable way

in missing data elements or to correct erroneous ele-

ment values where the processing context allows the correct
value to be known to the computer program.
Where life or severe catastrophe are at risk, default
values should not be used.
If the critical process is on-line,
safety considerations should require that the terminal keyboard
be locked and that the computer insist on perfect data with all
exceptions positively acknowledged, i.e., no assumed values and
no default data values.

Keyboard Factors:
8.
The design of keyboard entry applications requires a careful appreciation of the human factors
involved.
These in turn require the system designer to be
familiar with the data and its various formats; the equipment
to be used; and the keyboarding environment including work
stations, lighting, and sound conditioning.
Professional full-time keyboarding personnel, properly supervised and in a good working environment, may
use heavy abbreviating and short synonyms to cut the key
stroking required.
However, if the input volume from the
specific application being designed is not sufficient to provide
full-time employment for several operators, the designers should
be wary of excessive abbreviations and any form of code comInstead, the designer should
pression at the input stations.
provide alternate input sequences and varying codings for
different levels of training, experience, and skill. These
must be combined with a set of supervisory statistics which
allow each operator's throughput to be measured against an
appropriate skill classification.
(Beware of simple statistical
averages as these will push unskilled operators beyond their
capability and error cycles will result.)

File Structure
9.
Quality Flags:
Data quality flags can be added to
files, records, groups of fields, or individual fields in a
data base and can be used to condition processing to avoid a
mismatch between the quality of the data and its intended use.

This flag would
Every record can carry a quality flag.
indicate to each processing program which format and content
The quality flag
checks the record has successfully passed.
should be the first field read by an application program, and
the last field written by an update program.
13
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If each input transaction carries a
Activity Dates:
10.
date-of-event and each record in the file carries a date-oflast-transaction-processed these two dates will allow processing
to be performed in the proper sequence (or manual intervention
to be requested) in case of transportation or processing
,

,

delays.
Hash totals
Reliability Through Batch Redundancy:
11.
and item counts assure that batches retain their integrity
through multiple transformations (i.e., editing, sorting,
Item counts should be carried comupdating, and printing).
the
process
to assure that every item was
pletely through
been
This
has
long
a common practice in some
processed.
industries

Ideally the primary key used in file maintenance would be
Where this
a unique numeric identifier carrying a check digit.
protection
can
be
achieved
by
checkis not possible, partial
summing (hash totaling) numeric key fields so a batch of data
maintains its initial integrity throughout all computer
processes.
It should be noted that check digits on I.D.
fields, and checksums on both records and batches constitute
specific practical examples of added redundancy in the input
stream.
They increase the character count to achieve improved
data reliability.
Some file sys12.
Reliability Through File Redundancy:
tems carry checksums over into the data base to assure that
data quality does not deteriorate over time.
The more advanced
systems carry separate checksums, one for the control information and the other for the data values.

Reliability Through Input Redundancy: Additional
13.
redundancy can be built into input messages (at the cost of
increasing the input character count) to provide context information for edit programs, to allow meaningful correction (in
some instances), and to allow meaningful operator dialogs in an
on-line system.
This redundant information takes several forms:
check words, double entries, check digits, and batch totals.
Redundancy for Audit: Within the data base, addiinformation can be carried in the record header to
provide the basic parameters for certain types of integrity
audits.
Specifically, a record header could contain the
identifier associated with the last program to update the record,
the date of that last update, the time of that update, and the
transaction sequence number causing the update.
14.

tional
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When processing input transData Checks on Sequence:
15.
actions, the effective date of the transaction can be processed
by the computer to alert the control group in the event over-age
transactions are being processed and in extreme cases to inhibit
When the effective date of
processing of ancient transactions.
the transaction is compared against the effective date of the
last transaction to update a data record, out of time sequence
transactions can be recognized and manual intervention requested

Self-Defining Files for Integrity:
One technique for
16.
handling very large files (in excess of a dozen full tape reels
at 1600 bpi ) involves a file design with a directory on the
The directory describes the
front of every individual record.
structure of the record and contains pointers to every data eleNot only does this record format
ment contained in the record.
give files independence from their application programs (and
hence insensi tivity to change), it provides extensive redundancy
which allows the integrity of the large files to be audited and
maintained.
Key features of the above techniques are:
(a) a master die
tionary defining all data elements in the system and awarding
(b) A record format
each data element a unique I.D. number,
which provides for a directory on the front of every data
record.
(The directory would be variable length and contain one
four byte entry for each data element present in the record.
The first two bytes would be the data element I.D. number, the
third byte would be a pointer to the beginning of the related
data value in the record, and the fourth byte would be the
length of the value field in the record.)
(c) As each program
was loaded, it would reference the dictionary and provide the
names of the data elements it planned to process; in return it
would receive current descriptions, edit specs, and I.D. numbers for those data elements,
(d) Then when each individual
record is read for processing, the data element I.D. out of the
directory is used to locate the specific occurrence of the data
element in question and to invoke the correct edit specification
.

One variant of this scheme provides a structure where
records always grow through the addition of new information and
no information is ever deleted; only the pointers change.
Thus if correction is ever required, the backout can be accomplished by fetching the old pointers from the log and restoring
the pointers to their previous values (since the data still
exists in the records).
(Note:
This technique is most
appropriate for standing master files of data with low rates of
change.
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Variable Names Enhance Edit Logic:
One set of data
17.
management software stores the variable name adjacent to each
occurrence of the variable. While the storage space is increased, the name/value pair provides valuable redundancy for
editing and lays the foundation for two stages of table driven
edit:
one as the data is received, and the second immediately
The update edits are used to test the
prior to the update.
validity of an input variable, to compare it to other input
values, with stored values, or with literals; and derive a
replacement, take appropriate cancellation action, or accept the
value as input.
If variable names appear in the input stream

or are
appended during input processing, these names can be carried
Then, whenever a
with the variable throughout the system.
variable reference is required, the names are matched and the
machine address of the adjacent data value is computed at the
instant of reference.
This is an example of delayed binding.
It
provides a degree of independence between the program and
its data.
Further, if the names do not match, an error routine
can be called before erroneous data is introduced for processing.

While the permanent storage of named variables may increase
file sizes disproportionately and hence cannot be used in the
data base proper, the use of named variables on input and
during preliminary processing provides a degree of flexibility
in free form input coupled with important editing enhancements
for the price of some additional characters in the input stream.
Contrast this scheme with a highly efficient but unforgiving
input format where variable recognition in the input stream is
based solely upon its position.
18.
Advanced DMS Offers Restore and Reprocess Functions:
One set of data management software has before and after images
stored on the log tape.
In addition, it has a RESTORE verb to
allow applications programs to request that the files be
restored to a previous checkpoint.
The system also has a
REPROCESS verb to allow application programs to request that a
limited sequence of transactions be reflected in the file up to
a transaction previously found to be in error.
19.
Self -Defining Files for Audit:
One other advantage
file design which has a directory on the front of every
record is the ability to validate the record after update by
using the transaction type code from the input and the data
base description including the data element dictionary and the
resulting record structure.
Thus, it can be determined that
all required data elements are present and all present data
elements are permitted.

of

a
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Whenever a group of input fields routinely appears together
the group can be given a single identifier or transaction type
This code may explicitly appear in the input record
code.
This group name
along with the group of fields that it names.
can be used to enter the data base description so that the data
Then, the
editing specification can be obtained for the group.
desired structure of the input record can be verified against
the specification and the following determined.
A

-

Does each data element meet its spec?

B - Does

the record match its structure?

C - Are all
D

-

the required data elements present?

Are all present data elements permitted?

In a similar way, the file can be verified at the moment
Thus, the file record would have
of update or any later time.
a type code, the record specification could be obtained from
the data base description, and then each record could be
individually verified and the collection of data elements in
the record could be checked for structure, presence, and
absence.

File Controls

Programmed Read-Only: When you have established the
correctness of basic records in master files of essentially
static data, set a flag bit in the record header to inhibit
further update without special privilege.
If an installation
standard file access method is used, this bit will inhibit unauthorized update and maintain the integrity of the basic data.
20.

21.
Redundancy for Post-Audit: After a data base has been
designed, review the design and where necessary, add redundancy
to allow an audit program to verify the integrity of the file
The audit program can then be run to prevent the data in
set.
the files from deteriorating unobserved.

Take as an example the simple payroll file. The first
A
of detail provides a record on each employee.
second level summary record is provided for each department
and the summary record contains a count of the total number of employees assigned to the department (item count), the
total of the base salaries for all employees assigned to that
department (control total), and an arithmetic total of all
employee telephone numbers (hash total). Then whenever the
condition of the file were suspect, an audit program could
verify that the detailed records summarize to the department
level
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Just these few redundant control fields provide some
totals.
level of confidence in the integrity of the file.
Additional
control fields of redundant information can be added to give any
desired degree of confidence.

Segmented Controls for Efficiency:
Most data bases
22.
have two or more processing patterns over a full processing
All data base programs should maintain control totals
cycle.
even though they may process transactions in random sequence.
Any sequential processes should do a 100% verify over the parts
Needless to say, the file controls
of the file they process.
segmented
so
any
sequential
should be
process handling part of
the file can have access to control totals for just the part of
the file routinely processed.

Consider the example given in the Item 21 above.
In a disk
oriented data base system, the department summary records would
Then, when
be kept in a file separate from the detailed data.
the pay file was referenced during an update, the appropriate
If the data
department summary record could be updated also.
base design allowed individual summary records to be referenced,
the maintenance of summary records would be inexpensive yet they
would provide the necessary redundancy so an audit program could
It is also desirable
be called at any time to prove the file.
that the summary records be designed to provide statistical data
useful for management reports.
Processing Sequence
For on-line systems, the computer
23.
Operator Feedback:
should positively acknowledge each transaction by assigning
sequential message numbers to the transactions emanating from
A new message is awarded the next
each individual terminal.
consecutive number and a positive confirmation of receipt
displays that same number back to the terminal operator.
This
number provides transaction accountability and is the substance
of a dialog between the computer and the terminal operator in
Using numbered transactions, the operathe event of restart.
tor knows what transactions to re-enter, if any.

Ideally messages would be hash totaled by an intelligent
terminal prior to transmission.
If the terminal does not have
this capability, then the hash total can be appended by the
first intelligent machine--control ler, multiplexor, or host_that handles the message.
If messages originating in the host computer and directed
to individual terminals are also numbered, the operator can
assure that no messages were lost in the communications network.
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Similarly, if the host develops a hash total for the outbound
message and if that hash total is verified by an intelligent
terminal as the message is displayed, the system can assure the
operator that the messages are delivered with the content
unchanged.

Immediate Edit, Deferred Update:
24.
One large data base
system collects input transactions during the day, edits them,
stores them in a batch, and reflects the entire batch of transactions in the file during one massive overnight processing run.
However, this system attempts to guarantee that transactions
entered one day will be reflected in the file that night
by editing each transaction thoroughly on-line before accepting
Thus, unless the transaction is
it for the overnight queue.
incompatible with the data base (e.g., attempts to change a
master record which does not exist), the overnight processing
wi 1 1 be successful

Concentrate Update Activity: With a data base con25.
taining redundant information in several files, or in an integrated data base which has redundant information in secondary
indexes, multiple accesses are required to complete a single
It is useful to establish a programming standard
transaction.
to minimize the risk of creating an incompatible file set due to
At the risk of adding a few
an abort when processing an update.
file accesses, all reading of all files can be accomplished
before processing and all changes to all files can be collected
into a single compact write sequence following processing, i.e.,
reads and writes should not be distributed uniformly across the
By concentrating the writes, the probability is
processes.
reduced that a processing failure will prohibit the sequence of
writes from being completed and hence leave the file set in an
incompatible state.
Program Structure
26.
Interpretive Change: One large industrial firm has
found that some programs unintentionally modify more data than
they should; in an integrated data base, storing a field one
A table driven
byte too long destroys the adjacent field.
interface module can be appended to the record fetch routine
Thus, a program
supplied by the data base management system.
can get any data it desires, but can only put back data it is
authorized to change.
Further, the data being placed in the
record is edited to assure that it matches the data element
specification for the element addressed.
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Programming Technique
Fill the unused space in a data
Workspace Integrity:
27.
record and the unused space in a memory allocation with a known
Some programs fill with a supervisor call to
pattern of bits.
Then, by checking the pattern, it can be dean error routine.
termined that the unused space is in fact unused and stays that

way.

,

After each message/input transaction has
28.
Space Erase:
been processed, some large systems obliterate the residual data
to keep previous values from being accidently used in subsequent
processing. To get full benefit from this technique, the
pattern used to obliterate data should not be a legal combination of characters (blanks, zeros, nines, etc.) because a program
which fails to initialize its workspace could still run properly
under some circumstances.
Note that this is one of a set of
techniques designed to keep a program within its allocated data
and instruction space and to assure that the program so constrained controls its entire environment but uses only data that
it controls.
One efficient way to set unused space to null values is to
obtain the actual length of the record just read from the read
routine.
Then, store null values in any allocated but unused
space set aside for the record.
Assuming update-in-place, the
original record length should continue to describe the length
of the occupied space unless it is consciously adjusted by a
program adding a field, deleting a field, or extending an
existing field. After all processing is over, the updated
record length can be used for two purposes:
to write the modified record, and to check that any residual unused space is
still filled by the null values stored after the read but before
the processing sequence.

Editing
29.
Classes in Edit Specs:
Many financial systems have
established credit classifications and adjust a credit rating
dynamically based on the customer's basic rating and the current
status of his account. After the adjusted rating is established,
the editing system invokes dollar limits appropriate to the
customer's adjusted rating.

Similarly, inventory systems establish classes for customers and edit order quantities for reasonableness against those
customer classes.
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For example, a utility might establish four classes of
subscriber service:
apartment, single family residence, large
residence/light industry, and heavy industry. As usage meter
readings are processed, edit criteria appropriate to the
service classification would be invoked.
Thus, erroneous
readings, overdue bills, or unusual usage would all be
recognized since the usage and the edit criteria would be
compatibly mated due to the gradations established by the
classification system.

Classes of Limits:
30.
Many data base systems keep an
order quantity limit on the master file along with the product
description and status.
If a quantity requested exceeds this
limit, manual intervention is requested to confirm the order.
In more sophisticated systems, a series of limits are stored
by customer class so the small customer is protected against
over ordering by a low limit.
31.
Normal Limits:
When many independent transactions
are received related to members of a homogeneous group (of
customers, individuals, parts, or accounts), an aggregate
average across all members of the group will allow the computer
system to determine if any individual member of the group deviates significantly from the average.
Furthermore, if the
group average deviates unpredictably from the previous average
for this same group, the entire batch of transactions can be
held until the deviation is explained.
In processing input transactions, the
32.
Trend Limits:
behavior of an individual can be compared to the aggregate
behavior of all individuals within his population (as described
above) or an individual's behavior can be compared against his
The latter requires a behavior history
own previous behavior.
to be maintained by the computer for each account so previous
Both methods
account activity is retained for future comparison.
In the latter case the
are popular in the utility industry.
history record is adjusted for seasonal and temperature effects
before the definition of "normalcy" is determined.

When input transactions are
Error Suspense Files:
33.
lengthy and when error experience shows corrections usually
affect only a small portion of the original record, suspense
files containing original records (complete with errors) are
frequently maintained. The correction process then consists of
reentering identifying information plus the fields in error.
The computer then updates the queue of incorrect transactions,
usually by simple field replacement, and then passes the
modified transaction back to the main input editing module.
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It is important that the entire corrected transaction be passed
of the editing procedures and that no short cuts be
through a1
taken assuming what was valid before is still valid.
iJhen systems are designed which maintain queues of transactions
pending correction, one good practice for uniquely identifying the
error to be corrected is to cause the erroneous data to be reentered along with the transaction I.D. and the replacement data.

Several editing schemes require
Maintenance of Limits:
34.
history data stored in a file to establish the editing limits
and to adjust them based on seasonal, time, activity, or cyclic
Note that these systems require edit, update, and refactors.
Further,
porting modules to maintain the file of edit limits.
such systems require special data or additional programming to
initialize the system at start-up prior to the time any real
history is available.

Post Processing Verification

Dummy Processing: A frequently used practice places
dummy master records on the file and routinely processes
fictional transactions against those dummy master records to
The results of processing go to
produce predictable outputs.
the control group which routinely checks that the item counts
for all input items were processed and verifies the control totals
for those items.
The results from the processing of fictional
data against the dummy accounts is also verified to assure that
in these particular instances the actual detailed processing
In the case of a payables run, the
was correctly performed.
check written for the dummy account must be captured and destroyed
35.

.

The above technique works on many types of files.
Consider
establishing a record for a dummy part number in an inventory
file, and processing fictitious receipt and withdrawal transactions against that part number.
If one understands the inventory algorithm imbedded in the processing program, input data
can be prepared to test limit checks and a variety of
transaction processes.
In all cases the resulting inventory-onhand is predictable and the processing procedures can be checked
by verifying the computer produced results against the predicted
values.
Sets of dummy records and dummy transactions can exercise a computer program and provide the manager of controls with
confidence that typical transactions are being processed
correctly.
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Trouble Symptoms

Analyze Exception Reports: As can be inferred from
36.
many of the previous comments, the computer can be made to reject obvious mistakes and to process suspicious transactions
while listing their occurrence on an exceptions report for manual
The very quantity of items requiring review is an
review.
In
excellent indicator of the general health of the system.
addition, the flavor of the exception reports provides an indication of whether the trouble is consistent or, in the absence
Excepof a pattern, merely related to individual transactions.
tion reports might be only big ticket items, all subscribers
residing in California, just items manufactured by the XYZ
Company, only items input on December 15, etc.
Performance
Performance Change, A Trouble Symptom:
changes are an indication of general systems health, provided
It
the programs have not been modified since the previous run.
should be routine to notify the operations staff whenever a proFurther, the operations staff should be program is changed.
vided with some indication of the processing pattern so they can
For example,
sense performance changes during lengthy runs.
staff can be provided an audio amplifier for CPU activity, a
CPU activity meter, a hardware measurement box, or a printout
of the CPU time used per transaction.
37.

Inform Operator of Performance Anomalies:
In some
38.
cases estimated run time can be predicted by an equation based
on a simple count of the input transactions.
In other cases run
time must be estimated by a more complex equation which operates
on the number of transactions in each of several transaction
classes.
However, in yet other cases the transaction run time
will vary unpredictably based on the parameters in the transaction and the constitution of the values contained in the files.
Commands which select records from a data base can cause varying
percentages of the entire data base to be read in response to an
inquiry.
In these cases operators should be provided with inprocess progress reports (percentage of the transactions processed, or percent of the data base read) so they know that an
unpredictable process is progressing satisfactorily.
The purpose of informing the operators whenever unpredictable transactions are being processed is to define, by
implication, that the remainder of the processes are predictable
and hence performance should conform to historical expectations.
A large file system should provide a communication path
from the computer operator back to the system manager so unexpected activities can be reported for review.
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Analyze Adjustments: As discussed in the previous section on editing, the computer can be programmed to recognize
In the utility industry it is traditional
unusual transactions.
to keep historical usage in the customer's record, adjust it for
seasonal and temperature variations, and use this to screen the
After all the
customer's current usage for reasonableness.
out-of-character transactions are posted to an exception list,
those exceptions must be manually reviewed to determine if they
are errors or not. Sometimes these reviews require additional
information and if that introduces delays in the system, a
standard invoice is sent and an adjustment made in a later cycle
after the necessary data has been acquired.
39.

The volume, magnitude, and sense of these adjustments provides an indication of troubles in the flow of data to the
Some of these troubles may reside in the electronic
computer.
data processing system itself, whereas others may reside in the
upstream procedures, or in the techniques used for gathering the
basic data.
In
40.
Analyze Error Logs: All errors should be logged.
addition to recording the error and storing a unique error code,
an error log should contain enough information to identify the
discrete data path from the originator to the computer (source,
observer, keyboard operator, batch, dates, etc.). The error log
must contain the information necessary to identify the input
transaction in its own local processing sequence.
It should
present the customer classification awarded by the input screening process, any classification associated with the master file,
the type of error discovered, and should aggregate statistics
on error trends during that processing run, day, week, and
month; the enti re context must be logged with the error.

Careful analysis of such an error log will pinpoint error
prone processes or deficiencies in the system design which can
be improved for economy and efficiency.
Systematic improvements
are usually accompanied by an extra bonus since a high volume
of routine error may cause personnel to expect a high volume of
system errors and to be less cautious in their own activities.

Optional Checking
41.
Adaptive Checking: Computer operators learn the processing rhythm of a large job even when multiprocessing.
In
the past, systems have been constructed with optional checking
features which can be invoked either by internal checks or by
operator action. One early system had a series of expensive
checks designed to guarantee the continuing integrity of the
data base, but they were inhibited during normal operations
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and invoked whenever the operator desired confidence that a
suspicious processing pattern was not destroying the integrity
of the data base.

Program Integrity:
42.
Some program designers structure
their object program modules into read-only (re-entrant) areas
After loading, a
and into read-write (serially reusable) areas.
simple checksum on the read-only areas will provide an initial
value so that subsequent checks at breakpoints in the process can
assure that tlie program and its tables remain as loaded and
unmodified.
More sophisticated checks are required to verify the patterns in the read-write areas. If these are performed at
major breakpoints in the process, the parameters and most work
space usage can be verified, thus proving the program is behaving
to the extent that the output areas are properly configured and
formatted.
43.
Automatic Error Analysis:
One leading manufacturer
recently enhanced his operating system software to provide increased availability.
He determined that system crashes were
accompanied by incorrect modifications to the control blocks
or parameter strings which dynamically controlled the operating
system.
To minimize the effects of an error and allow the
system to be restarted with the greatest portion of the workload
surviving, a series of optional programs called Checker/Fixers
When called during the restart process, each
were provided.
checker verifies the format and contents of a control block.
If the block is incorrect, the checker optionally calls the
fixer to rebuild the control block from other available information stored redundantly within the system.

Many commercial applications operate on several separate
strings of data simultaneously and can benefit from an adaptation of the same technique.
First determine the extent of the
error and then restore operations as soon as possible for the
healthy parts of the system.
Massive system restarts provide
opportunity for compound failures since restarts frequently
violate system controls and usually cause all operational
personnel to follow unfamiliar and sometimes untested procedures
.

Verify As You Duplicate:
Every data base has some
44.
built-in redundancy.
A well designed data base may have considerable redundancy. As discussed earlier, a separate audit
program can be created to check that redundancy and verify the
integrity of the file set.
If properly programmed, some sections of that audit routine can be imbedded in a file duplicate
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program so the process of creating
that file for correctness.

a

backup file also checks

A simple utility program provided by the manufacturer will
copy records from one file to another treating each record only
A more sophisticated utility program would
as a string of bits.
first obtain the file description from the data base dictionary.
As each record was copied, the program would check that the
specification for data elements, detail records, summary records,
Since 100% of the file is
and the file structure was inviolate.
handled every time the file is duplicated, a wedding between the
audit program and the file duplicate utility produces a major
Note that if the file is
benefit at a small incremental cost.
self-defining, the audit/duplicate program need not reference
This procedure works equally well
the data base description.
on current files and archival files even though the file definitions may have changed over time.
B.

SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

From the early to mid-1950s, the preponderance of information proPersons performing this work had
cessing was scientific computing.
degrees in mathematics, engineering, physics, or other hard sciences.
However, even that schooling did not prepare these early programmers
in numerical analysis.
After considerable difficulty, programmers
were trained to know the difference between accuracy and precision, to
be cautious when scaling, and to be skeptical of all floating point
calculations.

Twenty years later those hard-learned lessons have all but disappeared since many of the early practitioners have moved to nontechnical assignments and the computer population has exploded.
Even
though the colleges today teach classic problems Tn numerical
approximations, many statistical, engineering, or mathematical
computations programmers are not aware of the possible pitfalls. A
sampling of these problems follows:
45.
Arithmetic Representations:
Every computer has its
idiosyncrasies that give rise to arithmetic singular points.
Prior to performing extensive math on an unfamiliar computer,
each programmer should discover the arithmetic singular points
in the system to determine if these idiosyncrasies will affect
the planned calculations.
For example, if two negative numbers
of the same magnitude are subtracted, some machines yield a
zero with a negative sign.
If this result is then presented
as an argument to a subroutine which accepts only positive
arguments, it will be rejected.
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Finite Arithmetic:
Arithmetic operations usinq the
range of a computer's arithmetic registers, emphasize the
importance of round off, truncation, and the residue following
Even though programmed double prearithmetic manipulations.
cision operations may not be contemplated, each numerical programmer should discover how the arithmetic behaves at the
extremes of the numeric ranges, and whether the residual values
are rel iable or not.
46.

full

Since some systems behave differently when performing fixed
point, complement, and floating point arithmetic; the results
from each of these types of computation should be reviewed.
47.
Numerical Hazards:
Programmers should be cautioned to
beware of the singular points which are created by performing
arithmetic on nearly equal floating point numbers in the middle
of a complex expression, the possibility of floating point
underflow and overflow, and the hazards of division by zero.

Calibrate Numerical Approximations:
Many manufacturers
48.
offer subroutine libraries and in some cases built-in transcendental functions.
Frequently, these are represented as
primitive computer operations and treated routinely as an extension of the order list.
Each user should calibrate the subroutine library to be used, and publish in his programmers'
manual the accuracy achieved by the algorithms it contains.
Considerable effort will be required to validate a library of
subroutine approximations.
49.
Parallel Check Calculations:
In many scientific
calculations, there are frequently two different sets of
equations which produce the same result or, in some cases, an
additional equation can be introduced which exploits some
By
other physical property and provides a check calculation.
introducing such redundant calculations, the correct operation
of the computer system can be verified and as a by-product, the
accuracy of the computer solution can sometimes be estimated.
For example, integrate an energy balance equation along with the
equations of motion for a missile.
The continuity of mass in
the energy equation will guarantee that no gross errors have
been made as the set of differential equations are integrated.
In repeti50.
Direct Errors with Numerical Aggregates:
tive scientific calculations dealing with many observations of
well behaved data, standard statistical techniques (mean,
variance, skewness, kurtosis) will detect gross errors in the
observations or subsequent processing. An example outside the
fields of science would be the use of statistical measure to
verify that stock market transactions were properly reported
and processed.
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C.

IMPLEMENTATION

In the past few years the procedures for programming and the
systems which support programming development have been given a lot of
Structured programming, structured analysis, modular
attention.
design, chief programmer teams, code inspections, test case inspections, and documentation inspections are all techniques aimed at producing reliable programs true to the programming specification.
Assuming that the programming process is well disciplined and that
these modern management techniques have been adopted and adapted to
local needs, there are still a few specific techniques which will lead
These
to further improvements in large information processing systems.
techniques are:

Development Methods
When designing a big high volume
51.
Pilot Test Input:
input system, program the input system first and pilot test it
under actual or simulated conditions while the rest of the
Use the statistics from these pilot
system is being completed.
design,
verify
the
its documentation, the planned
tests to
training, and most importantly to check the assumptions on which
the input system design was based.
In big shops having a high
Manage Keyboarding Errors:
52.
volume of similar keyboarding, keep error statistics by machine
By trying various employee-machine combinaand by employee.
tions, the error statistics will isolate employees with the best
Analyze these statistics to benefit from
and worst records.
the techniques of the superior employees and to retrain or
otherwise modify the habits of the inferior employees.

System Testing
53.
Data for Test:
To provide a test environment without
the risk of allowing an unchecked program access to real files,
keep a set of test files whose structure is identical to the
structure in the real live data base.
Have the operating system
select the test or real files depending on a control parameter
which designates whether the run is test or production.
Insist
on seeing satisfactory runs on the test file before a modified
system is allowed to run production.
54.
Built-in Verification Tests:
When running many data
cases through a complex calculation, routinely run a standard
case before, during, and after the massive set of live data.
This common practice will verify that the program and the computer system were operating correctly (at least for the paths
exercised by this standard case) throughout the production run.
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Built-in Exercisers:
In an interactive system, cata55.
log a standard demonstration program and provide each remote
terminal operator with a script that accesses standard data,
exercises the system, and produces predictable results. The
remote operator can then be assured of an operational terminal,
communications network, central computer, operating system, and
at least one operational path through the applications system
and the data base management system.
With experience, the
remote operator will also be able to determine if the system
response time is within normal limits.
In the event a remote terminal
Built-in Diagnostics:
56.
operator invokes the standard exercise package and receives
unexpected results, a separate input diagnostic package can be
invoked so the operator can follow a predetermined input script
and the input diagnostic package can determine if the character
strings received are exactly those expected.

Similarly, a file of predetermined or canned output can be
stored and an output diagnostic program can be invoked to display the canned outputs to the remote operator.
The operator
can then determine if the standard outputs are being received
and properly displayed/printed.
The canned outputs stored for
such a diagnostic program are usually geometric in nature.
Patterns are displayed on the CRT screen or printed at the hardcopy terminal to place known characters in the first and last
display position of each and every line, cover the display field
with a readily recognized pattern, and display every graphic
character to assure the character generation circuitry is proSimilarly, all electromechanical functions
perly functioning.
of a hardcopy terminal would be exercised.
Given the results of the input diagnostic and the output
diagnostic, the remote operator will then be able to intelligently call for assistance and indicate what the problem seems
to be.

Communications lines which
57.
Communications Exercises:
interconnect intelligent devices such as intelligent terminals to
computers and computers to intelligent multiplexors can be
directed to repeatedly exchange standard messages to calibrate
the line.
If the measured error rates are excessive, the line
In the interim the line speed
can be scheduled for repair.
can be changed, alternate network paths can be used, or line
capacity can be exchanged for optional checking.
In any system which involves ela58.
On-Line Testing:
borate error checking, provision must be made to declare entry
into a "test mode" so the fault detection logic can be exerThe purpose of the
cised by introducing faults into the system.
test mode is to inhibit the sounding of alarms, the printing of
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error messages, and the logging of test events as actual errors
thereby destroying the integrity of the error statistics.
In the past some computer systems have been designed with

hardware and software that automatically entered a test mode
during periods of light workload so the system was self-exercising.
D.

ENVIRONMENT

Most systems designers realize that a successful system design
requires the designer to consider the staffing, the skills available,
and the organizational structure in which the system is to be imbedded
in addition to the obvious concerns of hardware, software functional
Some systems
requirements, and a statistical profile of the workload.
have failed when the designer overestimated the ability of the system'
Other systems have
operators to cope with the complexity involved.
failed to produce predicted savings due to the flow of errors recycling between organizational units.

Traditionally batch systems were set up around existing organizational lines with the system functions assigned in harmony with the
organizational responsibilities.
On-line systems with integrated
files frequently alter the flow of basic information and require the
organization structure to be tuned before the systems will operate
This makes it appear that the organization must be
satisfactorily*.
changed to accommodate the computer system.
However, the organization
must be changed to achieve the desired goals, and the computer is part
of the new system designed for the new goals.

*Consider the organizational changes required when the .traditional
keypunch/batch balancing section is eliminated by on-line input from
terminals remotely located in user departments and operated by user
personnel.
Not only does the flow change the personnel, but the
skills required and the responsibilities change too.
Or consider the
changes required to go from 100% manual inspection of computer output
to table-driven computer output screening with manual review of the
exceptions selected by the computer algorithm.
In one case the volume
was enough to keep several clerks busy and require written manual
procedures; in the other case, no pattern ever emerges and the maintenance of the control table is a new responsibility levied on the
systems administrator.
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Unfortunately some senior managements do not recognize the need for
organizational change until they have spent money implementing an
on-line system and cannot get it to work without changing some responsibilities, some budgets, and training or replacing some key manaThe items that follow are organization related and probably
gers.
would not appear until trouble was encountered.
Organizational Topics
Even if all the files are
59.
Data Base Administrator:
related to a single system of application programs and even if
no third party uses the data being created, the concept of a
data base administrator, separate from either programming or
operations, is extremely appealing. As systems get larger, it
is natural to split data base administration from development
programming, maintenance programming, and production operation.
This pares the jobs down to reasonable size and concentrates a
series of like functions in the hands of a neutral administrator.

The data base administrator and his staff should address*
data elements,
formats,
records,
files, and
file sets.

definition,
controls,
procedures,
backup,
transitions,

the data base administrator should control and
responsible
for the use of file utility programs to:
be solely
In addition,

audit,
verify,
dupl icate,
reconstruct,
initialize, and
reorgani ze.

Organize for Integrity:
Organizational responsibili60.
ties will need review, programming standards will need modification, and the workforce will need discipline if changes to a
production system are to be controlled so they prohibit loss of
data integrity over time.
Naturally, data stored and untouched in a perfect world does
not deteriorate.
However, machines do make mistakes, operators
executing unfamiliar procedures make mistakes, programming mistakes go uncaught, and the correction of mistakes sometimes
breeds other mistakes.
Thus, in an imperfect world, data seems
to decay over time even though no transactions have been processed against the master file which update specific individual
records.
Changes must be controlled and files must be audited
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The organizato maintain their integrity over lonq periods.
tional responsibilities must be properly defined (and the files
must be properly designed) or this will not happen.

Quality Control: Most production computer shops have
individuals called a control group through which all
of
a team
These personnel check the
input
and output must pass.
computer
control totals on input batches, and reconcile totals on output
reports against the most recent input and the current file
statistics. The assurance function requires that report control
totals be reviewed before the information reports or other
In addition to
computer produced documents are distributed.
input/output totals, statistics to check file integrity and
histograms of the input transaction mix will allow deviations
from the norm to be caught before errors are broadcast to the
Unfortunately, such a control group must work
outside world.
when the production is being run, and that usually implies second
shift and weekends.
61.

62.
Masterfile Verification: A properly designed data base
will contain enough redundancy so its integrity can be independently verified without reference to other files, indexes, or

supplementary information.
Naturally a computer audit program
would be used to perform this verification. Typically the file
structure would be explicit and additional redundant data elements would be included which contain item counts, numerical
For more complex files, truth tables
sums, or hash totals.
describing the logic and record sequencing would be placed in
a descriptive record at the beginning of the file.
The data
base administrator should own the data base audit program and
If the prorun it for the benefit of all users sharing data.
gram is expensive to run, samples of the files can be checked
on consecutive runs.
Runs can also be triggered by trouble
symptoms
The data base administrator and the data librarian must
coordinate their efforts to assure that the release of grandfather files depends on both age and proven data integrity.
Whenever a 100% sample of any file within a file set is checked,
Any
the audit program should verify all file controls and totals.
errors found should be resolved by the previously mentioned
control group so the responsibilities of the control group are
not abrogated and so the baseline totals for the next set of
production runs are automatically adjusted.

The relationship between audit activities and the file
retention plan deserves further comment. When a computer center
deals with a master file which is cyclically updated, it is
traditional to establish a retention plan which defines how
many consecutive obsolescent versions of the master file shall
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be retained,

in batch operations with weekly updates, the current file plus last week's file and the master file of two weeks
ago are traditionally saved (current copy/son, father, and
grandfather versions).

Now if the audit program is run every two weeks to verify
of the master files, then a retention plan prointegrity
the
three
cycles is sufficient.
However, the file set
for
viding
the
audit
long-running;
massive;
or
program
or the audit
may be
do
verify
100%
of only a portion of the
program set up to
file (a progressive audit so the entire file requires several
In these cases, the audit
audit cycles to completely verify).
cycles must be considered when preparing the retention plan as
it may be desirable to retain additional cycles of the obsolescent master files to accommodate the audit cycle, i.e., the
audit cycle and the retention plan cannot be independent of each
other.

With the advent of user-oriented
63.
Local Expertise:
programming packages that are juxtaposed to programmer-oriented
programming packages, a hazard appears to be mixed in with the
blessings.
Many of these packages are sold in a ready-to-use
state, and little or no programming talent is required for their
installation and use. As long as these packages are used for
But whenever
non-essential work, the hazard remains hidden.
these packages enter the mainline production flow, or they are
used to summarize important data regularly used for important
decision making, the hazard is exposed.

Briefly stated, the packages are sold assuming no local
Thus, in most cases, no
programming expertise is required.
An installation can
local programming expertise is developed.
be successful without having copies of the source programs,
without knowing the details of the file layout, and without
understanding the intricacies of the restart/reload procedures.
With luck, an installation will never need expertise on the
internals of the data base package.
However, power failures do
occur in the middle of updates, computer circuits sometimes
fail, and programs stored in a library have been known to
deteriorate or become incompatible with the operating system
over time.
Thus, these systems could fail at the time you most
need the results.
While the vendor will assist in diagnosis,
long distance problem determination is sometimes a chore and the
service you received when the package was new is bound to
deteriorate over time.
Thus, if a programming package is used for mainline work
so production must be completed on schedule, the prudent manager
would build some level of local expertise as insurance that he
has the skills he needs when an emergency arises.
This should
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not be interpreted to mean that every installation needs a
seasoned programmer who is thoroughly conversant in the interMore properly, each manager should
nals of every package.
assess his risks and develop the level of expertise he feels
necessary to hold those risks to a reasonable level.

Operational Features
On large production runs,
Pilot Production Batches:
64.
the control group can be given a running start and the probability of meeting deadlines can be increased if a small but
representative sample of data is routinely run as pilot proThe control group can then check the output of this
duction.
Note that sometimes
pilot run as the main run is processing.
this technique requires minor changes to the system design to
be feasible

Check digits on procedure, job,
Integrity in Names:
65.
and program names can be used to prevent setup mistakes or
operator type-ins from calling for incorrect procedures/ jobs
While such incorrect requests are most likely to abort, some
will partially execute and they can destroy a portion of any data
base designated for output before the catastrophe is recognized.

On-Line Controls: While many information systems
in random sequence and proceed to process the ininputs
accept
put stream in "as received" order, some installations have found
that controls, restart, and error resolution are greatly simplified if the input transactions are sorted into ascending
sequence on the primary file key before the main update run is
scheduled.
66.

About 10 years ago, with the advent of reliable disk files,
data base systems were promoted on the basis of on-line operation that would allow remote transactions to be entered
immediately and to be instantaneously reflected in the data
base.
However, this on-line operation with instantaneous update from remote terminals bypassed all of the traditional
checks and balances that had been set up first in manual systems,
and later in batch systems.
Many systems are running today with on-line update from remote terminals because an adequate system of controls has been
satisfactorily automated.
However, in some very large and very
complicated systems, on-line controls at the transaction level
proved difficult to achieve and these systems found it necessary
to batch on-line transactions, sort these transactions into some
sequence, and supply a more traditional form of batch control
procedure before the transactions are allowed to update the file.
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In the old days, paper was physically moved and a batch
might accumulate for a week before a file update was scheduled.
Today, systems move transactions from remote locations electronically and batch them until a sufficient volume has been
accumulated to allow processing to be effective and efficient,
usually a period of several hours.

While this situation was originally recognized in a large
data processing center handling big files, the same conditions
This is particularly true
could occur in other environments.
when the batch controls require trend analysis or statistically
significant samples to prove the batch before update is
Obviously a batch consisting of a single transaction
scheduled.
is seldom statistically significant.
If continuing operation from an on67.
Remote Backup:
line system is an absolute must, and if two separate remotely
situated computer systems are justified, then maintain a duplicate file set and duplicate control tables on both systems so
the basic data and the network context are available whenever the
terminals are switched from the primary to the backup system.
Note that some systems will also require the log file with its
before and after images to be maintained dynamically at both
sites
V -

SUMMARY

The designers of large application programs must work hard to do
creditable job in today's environment.
If the applications system
is to be long running, restart must be considered.
If the program
runs frequently, it must be tuned to efficiently exploit the operating
environment. This report has shown that other tuning is also required.

a

Audit trails require careful design if they are to remain unbroken in all circumstances.
Files must have controls designed in; it
is hard to add them later.
If the mathematics of processing exceeds
simple arithmetic, it sometimes requires special attention, too.
More
and more it is becoming apparent that a big data processing system
requires careful design attention to be given both to the computer
processing and the manual processes such as data capture, balancing,
error correction, reports distribution that support the computer
system.
If a data processing system taxes the hardware, involves careful
consideration of individual privacy, or is geographically distributed,
the challenge is greater, the hazards more pronounced, and the possibility of failure quite real.
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Suppress your ego and
The designer's best defense is team work.
request a peer review of your design, organize your experience into
checklists so you avoid repeating past mistakes, exchange checklists
with your colleagues so you can profit from their knowledge, but above
Plan for the unexpected and contain the
all don't expect perfection.
errors as they occur,
A manager cursed with operating a troublesome, error-prone system
An inadequate system design, a system
has a different problem.
carrying data volumes in excess of its design limits, or a system whose
environment has changed drastically needs money and talent.
No amount
of exhortation or training will correct a system that is badly matched
Instead you need to measure the error frequencies
to its environment.
and their impacts, review the basic design, and reaffirm the design
Given a preliminary review, an action plan (more money and
goals.
talent) can be prepared, sold, and scheduled.
If you have to rework
an existing system, first collect ideas such as those presented in
Not all of them are expensive to implement.
this report.

Robert L, Patrick
Northridge, California
1
August 1977
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APPENDIX B

ABBREVIATED GLOSSARY
(Only Words Whose Usage May Be Ambiguous Appear Below)

Activity Ratio - A phrase used by file designers to express the proportion of records in a given file likely to be read for processing in
Expressed as a percentage of the records read divided
a given run.
by the total number of records in the file.
- An adjective, as in application
program or application
system, describing custom written code to fill a specific local infor(Contrast with Software.)
mation processing need.

Appi ication

Binding - The process, performed during program preparation, where
flexibility and ambiguity are systematically removed from a computer
Binding takes
program until an executable object program results.
place in stages starting with the programmer's original conception of
the problem solution through compilation, loading, and the dynamic
setting of absolute actual machine addresses immediately prior to an
Different types of variables are bound at
instruction's execution.
different stages along the spectrum of binding time.
In general,
earlier binding means less flexibility and more (machine) efficiency.
(Note:
Later binding means flexibility at the cost of machine cycles.
Each instruction must be completely bound at the instant it is
executed.
Commercial - An adjective, as in commercial computer, meaning a system offered for sale and listed in the GSA catalog.
Contrast with
special purpose, custom hardware prepared for military, space, or
special industrial purposes at negotiated prices.
A commercial computer is capable of performing both business and engineering processes.
In some segments of the computer community, the word commercial
used as an adjective to modify the phrase "data processing".
In
this context commercial data processing is used synonymously with
business data processing, and in juxtaposition to scientific data
processing.
Throughout this report, the unadorned phrase "data processing" is used to denote all of these contexts and the word commercial is used to denote the manufacturer's stock price book offering.
is

Context Edit - An input edit performed on a specific field within a
logical framework formed by combining adjacent fields, information
distilled from previous inputs processed in the same run, and data
retained from fields processed in previous runs.
Contrast with field
edit where an individual field is processed in isolation, against
only its own field specification (containing only the legal character
set, length, numeric scale (if appropriate), and a list of (local)
standard value encodings (if appropriate)).
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Data Base - A collection of related files (usually including some reThus, a
dundant data values) organized for some processing purpose(s).
fields
within
records
within
files
within
data
contains
the
data base
the
data
base
organization
usually
con(structure)
In addition,
base.
explicit
control
fields which enhance the protains a collection of
cesses of update and retrieval from the data base, and allow the system
to provide security, integrity, problem determination, efficiency, or
accounting enhancements not available in the raw file set.
Data Management System (aka Data Base Management System) - A set of
highly integrated file handling programs which exploit the control
structure of the data base to retrieve data from the file set and add/
In addition, a DMS mainchange data compatibly within the file set.
tains a log for restart purposes, provides for start, restart, orderly
shutdown, access controls, security, integrity, and accounting. There
are all shapes and sizes of data base management systems. Some are
integrated with the operating system and provided at no additional cost
Others are optional and priced separately.
DM
by the computer vendor.
Systems are available from computer manufacturers and from independent
They vary dramatically in function, sophistication,
software houses.
size, and performance.
Data Processing - A phrase intended to mean the totality of computer
activities involving processing in the presence of standing data files.
Synonyms sometimes used are automatic data processing (ADP), business
data processing (BDP), and commercial data processing (CDP).
The phrase
is sometimes contrasted with scientific data processing where the form
of the mathematics involved is likely to be somewhat higher.
In this
report, the phrase "data processing" is used to denote the common
input-process-output sequence performed in the presence of organized
files of data for accounting, bookkeeping, or the general processing
and maintenance of records on people, parcels, and things.

Default Options - A programming technique used to arbitrarily insert a
missing data value whenever the program can determine, with a high degree of certainty, what the missing value should be.
The insertion of
default values during the input processing greatly simplifies the
downstream processing since downstream processes need not be programmed
to accept records with missing data values.
Driver Code - A colloquial name for special temporary program modules
used to artificially create an environment so a module of deliverable
code can be tested separately, in isolation, from other deliverable
modules in the main program set.
In addition to its temporary purpose
in support of program testing, driver code is usually informally designed and informally documented.
Driver routines are usually discarded when the modules of the production system are integrated for
shipment.
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Hash Total - An arbitrary arithmetic sum of a series of numeric fields
used solely to determine that the number of items summed and their data
If the
values remain intact through a series of processing sequences.
data elements being summed have homogeneous field specifications (as
in money amounts from cash transactions), the total would be called a
However, if the field specifications vary, yet it is
control total.
desirable to have an arbitrary total to prove the integrity of the
batch, then the fields are totaled without regard to their field
specifications and a hash total results.
JCL - An abbreviation for Job Control Language (which in turn is a misnomer) which conveys a series of control parameters to the operating
The
system at the time a computer program is submitted for execution.
JCL parameters describe the environment required for the processing of
the applications program and further provide certain auxiliary information which the operating system uses in the event the program does
Included with the JCL parameters are the
not complete satisfactorily.
names of all files the program uses and the names to be attached to all
JCL exists even for on-line programs, but
files the program creates.
their environments (and hence their JCL) are usually pre-stored within
the computer system and not entered explicitly as jobs are initiated.

Performance - A noun, as in system performance, or an adjective, as in
performance assurance, meaning functional allegiance to a specification.
In contrast with the usual narrow meaning operations per unit
time.
Sel f-Cl eansi ng - A property of some files whose processing causes the
contents of every single data field to be verified during each processing cycle.
The pay file is typically used as an example of a
self-cleansing file.
It enjoys an activity ratio of 100% when pay
checks are being written and presumably each check is individually
scrutinized by the payee.
Contrast this with a file of library
bibliographic records which may have an activity ratio of 30%, and
even when a record is active, does not check all the contents nor
provide information to a downstream process which checks all the contents.
In the case of the pay file, erroneous records are likely to
be quickly found and corrected.
In the case of the bibliographic file,
erroneous records are likely to go uncaught for long periods of time.

as in computer software, meaning computer programs
Software - A noun,
of a general utility nature that are fundamental to the operation of
a computer system and usually provided by the hardware manufacturer or
by a major systems development effort.
(Contrast with Application.)

Stock Commercial (Computer) Equipment - Computer equipment installed
by its original manufacturer and maintained in pristine condition
according to that manufacturer's specifications.
Specifically,
equipment that is designed for a general purpose business marketplace.
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operates in an office environment, and is not modified or redesigned
in any way by the purchaser, i.e., stock as in stock car.
Value Analysis - An engineering analysis technique, developed shortly
after World War II, which allows the value of an article to be indeWhen this compendently assessed and then compared against its cost.
parison shows a major disparity, the costs, the manufacturing process,
and eventually the engineering design are reviewed to get the actual
cost consistent with the awarded value.
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APPENDIX D

ALPHABETIC SUBJECT INDEX

Activity Dates 14
Adaptive Checking 24
Advanced DMS 16
Analysis, Adjustments
Automatic 25

Immediate Edit 19
Improved Quality 10
Integrity in Names 34
Integrity in Programs 25
Intelligent Terminals 18, 29
Interpretive Change 19

24

Logs 24
Reports 23

Arithmetic Representations 26, 27
Audit Program 17, 25, 31, 32
Authority Lists 11 , 12
Backup, Remote 35
Before and After Images

12,

Keyboard Factors 13
Keyboarding Errors 28
Large Files 5, 15
Limits, Classes of 21
Maintenance of 22
Normal 21
Trend 21
Local Expertise 33
Log 12, 16, 24

16

Change Activity 10
Check Calculations 27
Checking Architecture, Status 3
Checking, Optional 4
Adaptive 24
Classes of Edit 20, 21
Communi cati ons Exerci ses 29
Control Group
32, 34
Controls, On-line 34
Cost 2, 3, 6
Credit Clearing House (Example) 6

Manage Keyboarding Errors 28
Masterfile Verification 32
Numerical Aggregates 27
Numerical Approximations
Numerical Hazards 27

Data Base Administrator 10, 31, 32
Date Checks 14, 15

Default 11, 13
Deferred Update 19
Diagnostics 29
Dummy Processing 22

On-line Controls 34
Operating Troubles 6
Operator Feedback 18
Organizational Responsibil ity
Organize for Integrity 31
Packaged Programs 33
Performance, Anomalies 23
Trouble Symptom 23
Pilot Testing 28
Pilot Production 34
Production, Pilot 34
Program Integrity 25
Programmed Read-only 17
Programming Expertise 33

Edit Logic 16
Edit Specs 20
Edits, Context 11
Staged 11
Efficiency 18, 24, 35
Error Analysis 25
Error Limits 2
Error Suspense Files 21
Exception Reports 23
Exercisers 29

Quality Control 32
13
Quality Flags
Quality, Improved 10

Finite Arithmetic 27
Human Factors 13
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27

Read-only 17
Recovery 12, 15
Redundancy, Batch 14
File 14
For Audit 14
For Post Audit 17
Input 14
Remote Backup 35
Restore and Reprocess
16

Test, Communications 29
Data 28
Diagnostic 29
Dry Run 28
Exerciser 29
On-line 29
Pilot Production 34
Verification 28

Update Activity 19

Segmented Controls 18
Self-defining Files, for Audit 16
Integrity 15
Space Erase 20
Space Integrity 20
Stages of Assurance 2
Standard Data Elements and
Codes (Local) 10
Suspense Files 21

Variable Names 16
Verify (File) Duplicate 25
Verification Tests 28, 32

Workspace Erase 20
Workspace Integrity 20
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